
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: Music

Curriculum Intent:
“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

Music is a universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. Music is collaborative, celebratory and challenging. In KS3 Music, we aim
to provide the opportunity to learn new technical, constructive and expressive skills in music that will instil a curiosity and joy for music. We do this through:

● Ensuring pupils perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, staples and traditions, including the works
of the great composers and musicians

● Ensuring pupils learn to sing and use their voices, to create and compose music with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use
technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the next level of musical excellence

● Ensuring pupils understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: pitch,
duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notations.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

In Music, we plan for students to develop their musicianship through three pillars: technical, constructive and expressive1. The first pillar is the ‘technical’
development necessary for pupils to translate their intentions successfully into sound. This involves instrumental playing and singing, as well as music
technology. The ‘constructive’ pillar refers to knowledge of how musical components come together, both analytical and in the creative process. The
‘expressive’ pillar is focussed on the more indefinable aspects of music: quality, meaning and creativity.

In order to support students to become successful musicians, we consider how to develop their tacit (knowledge gained through experience that is often
difficult to put into words), procedural (knowledge exercised in the performance of a task) and declarative (facts or information stored in the memory)
knowledge. As pupils are likely to forget a lot of what they learn after their first encounter, our curriculum ensures that pupils have plentiful opportunities to

1 GOV.UK. 2021. Research review series: music. [online] Available at: <https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/research-review-series-music/research-review-series-music>



revisit and consolidate their short-term learning; this is achieved through sequencing units to build on prior knowledge and skills and expanding on key
concepts.

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In Music, we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.

Curriculum Planning:
Year: 7 Autumn Spring Summer

Topic AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Overview: To develop ensemble skills and
vocal skills such. To develop their knowledge
and understanding of music.
Knowledge focus:
Expression
Dynamics (piano, forte, crescendo &amp;
diminuendo)
Pitch: high & low,
Articulation (legato & staccato)
Unison, choir, in tune, harmony, melody,
accompaniment, diaphragm, abdominals,
mediaeval period, 15 th century, folk
music, oral tradition, ballad, spiritual, gospel,
verse/chorus structure, RnB, funk.
Skills focus:
Sing in tune, sing independently and with a
choir, sing in harmony, sing with expression,
neutral position, choir awareness

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Overview: To learn how to confidently and
accurately play the keyboard and read basic
notation.
Knowledge focus:
Melody, accompaniment, riff, bass line,
chords, sharps,flats, sequence, scales,

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Overview: To be able to compose
polyrhythmic rhythms using notation
and perform confidently.
Knowledge focus:
Notation (semi-breve, minim,
crotchet, quaver, semi-quaver, rest)
Time signature, pulse, tempo,
syncopation, accent, texture
(monophonic, polyphonic), structure
(binary & ternary), development,
conductor
Skills focus:
Play in time to a pulse, recognise
basic rhythms, compose rhythms
within a given structure, follow a
conductor, identify and perform in a
monophonic and polyphonic texture,
develop rhythms

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?

Overview: To compose their own
song using Soundtrap. To explore
pop song structure, texture and
instrumentation, and craft their own

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Overview: To explore how to
compose a theme using leitmotifs
and ostinatos to create a feeling of
Good vs. Evil.
Knowledge focus:
Leitmotifs, ostinato, melody, rhythm,
chord, bassline, chromaticism, major
and minor, triads, broken chords,
dynamics, pitch, tempo, triplets,
steps/half steps, sharps and flats,
storyboard,
Skills focus:
Triads, major and minor chords on
keyboard, composing from a
stimulus, playing in an ensemble.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Overview: To input the original and
develop their own variation of Hall of
the Mountain King using Soundtrap.
Knowledge focus:
Edvard Grieg, Norwegian composer,
descriptive music, Romantic era (19th



accuracy, fluency, repetition, broken
chords, Beethoven, Classical, originates from
Caribbean, Rastafarian, Bob Marley, 4/4, off
beat, accent beats 2 and 4,verse – chorus
structure, simple chord progressions,
political themes in lyrics, rhyming couplets
Skill focus:
Listening Skills, Reading Notation, Play
accurately and fluently, correct fingering, in
time, sing along, play with both hands.

lyrics.
Knowledge focus:
Verse/chorus structure, melody and
accompaniment, bridge, ad libs,
melisma, syllabic, vibrato, bass line,
hooks, harmonies, modulation,
loops, input.
Skill focus:
Composition
Keyboard Skills
Singing Skills

Century), theme and variation,
structure: ternary form (ABA),
musical score.
Skill focus:
Follow a score
Input parts using instrumentation
relevant to the score, use dynamics
and tempo changes
Composition

Students’ starting point AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Key Stage 1 &  2: Singing, tuned and untuned
percussion skills, listening with concentration
and understanding; combining sounds;
improvisation /composition; understanding
staff notation and other notation; an
understanding of the history of music.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Students knowledge from KS1&2, performing
as a group from Sing Up, staying in time with
the pulse from Sing Up, basic staff notation of
treble clef (some of bass clef)

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Students have a knowledge of the
notation learnt from keyboards, note
values and foundational level theory
knowledge.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Students know theoretical
knowledge from Stomp! And
Keyboards. Notation, playing
chords, vocals from Sing Up and
performing in a group from all
previous topics. This previous
knowledge will enable students to
develop their own compositional
skills.

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Students are aware of compositional
skills from the last scheme. They will
scaffold knowledge already learnt
this year and build it to develop
understanding on how to portray
emotions through music.They have
knowledge of how to write and read
music, which will be necessary for
this unit.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Students are able to manipulate
elements of music when creating
music. They will apply this when
writing a variation for the project.
They have knowledge of how to
write and read music as well as
using Soundtrap which will be
necessary for this unit.

Big concepts to learn AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to sing with mostly
accurate tuning.

● To be able to maintain an
independent part in a small group

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To perform original rhythms
confidently in a solo/group
performance.

Constructive (knowledge of how

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to accurately
input from a score into
Soundtrap.



when playing or singing (e.g. rhythm,
ostinato, drone, simple part singing
etc.

Constructive (knowledge of how musical
components come together, both analytical
and in the creative process):

● To be able to use voice, sounds and
instruments in creative ways.

● To recognise changes in tempo,
texture and dynamics, with effective
use of the correct terminology.

Expressive (quality, meaning and creativity):
● To be able to communicate with other

players during a performance, making
adjustments as needed.

● To be able to suggest, follow and lead
simple performance directions.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To know how to read and write staff
notation

● To be able to confidently, accurately
and fluently perform a piece of music
on the keyboard.

Constructive (knowledge of how musical
components come together, both analytical
and in the creative process):

● To know the notes on the keyboard.
● To know the notes on the treble clef.
● To know the notes on the bass clef.
● To be able to apply musical

terminology when discussing progress
in their performances.

● To demonstrate an understanding of
the importance of the knowledge of
being able to read notation in music.

Expressive (quality, meaning and creativity):
● To be able to use musical terminology

to give performance directions and

musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To be able to read music
from a notated score.

● To be able to differentiate
from the musical notes eg.
crotchet, quaver, minim etc.

● To be able to perform
polyrhythmic rhythms
fluently and accurately in a
group.

● To be able to differentiate
between the different
textures eg. monophonic,
polyphonic, homophonic
etc.

● To be able to fill a bar with
the correct value of notes.

● To be able to write notation
correctly with stems and
tails on the correct side.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To recognize the ways a
composer uses the texture
of music to tell stories

● To be able to communicate
successfully with other
musicians to compose
appropriate rhythms with
written annotation.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to compose a
successful Pop song using
soundtrap.

● To be able to compose a

● To be able to compose a
simple variation for the
theme (e.g. change in
rhythm, tonality,tempo)

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To be able to fluently and
accurately read the notes on
a treble/bass clef stave.

● To be able to analyse
musical elements within a
theme.  (e.g. tempo, tonality,
rhythm)

● To be able to understand
how to manipulate the
musical elements to create a
variation.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to recognise the
ways composers are able to
use musical elements to
manipulate themes to create
variations.

● To be able to communicate
successfully with other
musicians during the
development of the
variations and be able to
adjust to the stimulus given.

● To understand how the use
of different instruments can
represent characters, moods
or images

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):



evaluate their performance.
● To be able to recognise the difference

between the treble clef and bass clef
for melody and accompaniment.

hook/melody line.
● To be able to thicken texture

in the chorus of the
composition.

● To be able to create and
develop lyrics for a Number
1 Hit.

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To know the structure of a
number 1 hit song and be
able to compose using the
same structure.

● To be able to identify key
instruments used in a
number 1 hits and
implement those into their
own composition.

● To demonstrate an
understanding of the
elements of music in
compositional tasks

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to identify what
makes a successful
Number 1 Hit through
musical elements.

● To know how to read
notation to be able to input
into Soundtrap accurately.

● To be able to compose an
appropriate variation for a B
section.

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To know the difference
between the structures of
songs.

● To be able to identify a new
section of a piece of music.

● To be able to follow a score
and understand the
importance of it in all music.

● To be able to develop an
original idea for a variation
and understand how to
develop it with the elements
of music.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to successfully
differentiate the original and
variation.

● To be able to accurately
input from a score.

● To be able to accurately
read from a score.

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
L1 -
State: what structure is
Identify: the structure of a pop song
Perform: I wanna hold your hand
L2 -
Know: what dynamics are
Understand: how to sing using dynamics

SPRING 1: Stomp!
L1 -
Know: what a pulse is
Identify: crotchet, quaver and
semiquaver
Be able to: Use a rhythm grid to
compose simple rhythms
L2 -

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
L1 -
Know: What descriptive music is
Understand: How to build tension in
a piece of music
Be able to: Create musical tension
in a piece of music



(forte, piano, crescendo, diminuendo)
Perform: Times Like These
L3 -
Know: what texture and timbre are
Understand: how to sing using contrasting
textures (unison, melody and accompaniment,
harmony)
Perform: Down to the river
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what pitch is
Learn and perform: Ain’t Nobody
Recap: Songs learnt so far
L5 -
Understand: what musical expression is
Learn: Accuracy and fluency
Perform: I Smile - Kirk Franklin
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
L1 -
Understand: Routines and keyboard
expectations
Know: what a chord is
Identify: Key features of reggae
Be able to: play 'Three Little Birds' by Bob
Marley 
L2 -
Know: what a Riff is
Understand:  Pitch – Ascending and
Descending
Be able to: play Three Little Birds – Chords
and Riff
L3 -
Know: what a Bass line is
Understand: what accuracy and fluency is
Be able to: play ’Stand by Me’ bassline
accurately and fluently

Know: what structure is 
Identify: minims, semibreves and
rests
Compose: a 4 bar ‘A’ section for my
rhythm piece using rhythm grids
L3 -
Understand: Texture (monophonic)
Compose: a 4 bar ‘B’ section with
monophonic textures. 
Be able to: Play section A and B
together at a set tempo and
monophonic texture
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Understand: texture (polyphonic)
Be able to: Play section A and B
together at a set tempo and varying
texture
L5 -
Know: what a single line stave, bar
lines and accents
Be able to: write rhythms on
a single stave
Be able to: compose solo section for
all players
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?

L1 -
Understand: what a number 1 hit is
Identify: Successful lyrics to
number 1 hits
Be able to: gather ideas for lyrics
L2 -
Know: the 4 chord pattern on
keyboards

L2 -
Know:  what a leitmotif is.
Be able to: Create musical tension
in a piece of music
L3 -
Understand: How articulation and
pitch are used to represent love
Compose: a music sequence
representing love using  articulation
and pitch
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Understand: How dynamics are
used to represent love
Compose: a music sequence
representing love using  dynamics
L5 -
Identify: features of music used in
battle scenes
Compose: music representing battle
intensifying
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
L1 -
Know: what an orchestra is
Identify: the families of instruments
Be able to: play HOTMK accurately
L2 -
Know: what tonality is
Identify: major and minor keys
Be able to: input the first section of
HOTMK into Soundtrap
L3 -
Know: what tempo is
Identify: accelerando and ritardando



Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what a  melody is
Identify: key features of melody and
accompaniment
Be able to: play ’Fur Elise’ by Beethoven
L5 -
Rehearse: one or a selection of the pieces for
a performance next lesson
(solo or in pairs)

• Three little Birds
• Stand by Me
• Fur Elise

L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical

● Perform - one or a selection of the
pieces for a performance next lesson
(solo or in pairs)

1. Three little Birds
2. Stand by Me
3. Fur Elise

Progress Task (L6)

Identify: songs using the 4 chord
pattern in a number 1 hit
Be able to: input piano chords
(loops) into Soundtrap
L3 -
Know: what four-to-the-floor, off
and on beat are
Be able to: input a successful drum
beat into Soundtrap
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what a melody is
Understand: what makes a
successful melody (notes in the
scale)
Be able to: input a successful
melody into Soundtrap
L5 -
Understand: texture in a number 1
hit and structure
Be able to: add texture to the
Number 1 hit in Soundtrap.
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

Be able to: input the second section
of HOTMK into Soundtrap
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what binary/ternary structure
is
Be able to: compose a third section
of HOTMK
L5 -
Know: what quantising is
Identify: the piano roll
Be able to: compose a third section
of HOTMK
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

Adaptations for SEND 1-1 teacher modelling in lesson at the start of
tasks.

Breaking down tasks into small manageable
chunks.

Keywords/symbols displayed on the
presentation/board during the lesson or task.

Using the graduated approach for all students
with known SEND needs.

Giving pupils visuals to write/draw staff
notation in composition tasks for those who
may struggle to remember it.

Explicit modelling of memory
techniques.

Set suitable learning challenges for
each students needs.

1-1 modelling in the lesson during
tasks, especially keyboard.

Clear instructions for tasks left on
the board so that they can check
them off.

Learning objectives displayed
clearly on each slide.

Visualiser to aid students at the start
of tasks and in booklets

Learning objectives on each slide

Differentiated tasks in each lesson,
scaffolding for each student’s ability.

1-1 modelling in the lessons
throughout all tasks

Clear instructions broken down into
small sections for students to be
successful at completing



Practice drawing more difficult symbols on
MWB before committing to paper.

Resources clearly printed for the
learners needs e.g. larger
print/background colour for student’s
needs.

Higher Prior Attaining
Students

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Harmony opportunities, leading small groups,
choir, musical theatre club.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Leading on modelling / live performances,
student check ins - correcting hand positions,
more challenging compositions

SPRING 1: Stomp!
HPA’s are able to lead in groups, be
stretched with more advanced
rhythms, develop their written
notation onto the stave.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
In homework activities, students will listen to
music from BAME artists and ensembles. This
will also be the focus of our Educate,
Empower, Excel days. Some of the songs in
the scheme will be from BAME artists

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Referencing how the system of notation is
typically Western and other countries are
often looked down upon for not writing down
music - and that this is not ok. When looking
at examples of composers, use examples of
BAME composers.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Homework Activities looking at
modern programme music written
by BAME composers. Discussion in
class about lack of representation in
stage music and the reason.
Introducing students to the BAME
artists of Stomp and background
knowledge of the stage
production/rhythms used and where
they developed from.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Students will study a variety of
number 1 hits from BAME artists
and see the development of Pop
through instruments associated
through Jazz (e.g. horn section) and
know the importance of BAME
artists from the 1920s through to the
present day in developing a number
1 hit.

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Gernal themes will be a variety of
composers and styles of music
including BAME artists/composers.
Students will research BAME
composers of themes as part of their
homework tasks.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project

Gernal themes will be a variety of
composers and styles of music
including BAME artists/composers.
Students will research BAME
composers of themes as part of their
homework tasks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Classwork and Homework activities will use
examples of prominent female musicians and
composers.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Opportunities to use examples in
HW activities of female artists in
Stomp. Discussions in class about

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Homework will use examples of
female composers for themes and



AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
When looking at examples of composers, use
examples of female composers.

lack of representation of women in
the theatre company.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Students will listen to a balanced
mix between female and male
number 1 hits.

variations.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Homework will use examples of
female composers for themes and
variations.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Islamophobia

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Students will study music within Islam for
creative project day. They will look at
influencial Muslim musicians in the industry
and be able to learn and perform their music
on a variety of instruments

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Students will have a range of music to look at
during the scheme and one of the options will
be a composition from an influential musician
from the Muslim faith.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Students will be able to study
multiple different rhythms including
those that are frequently heard
within Muslim communities. This will
range from the Middle East, Africa
and Central Asia.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Students will be able to build on
previous knowledge of rhythms and
musicians within Islamic music to
build their own songs. They will be
given examples of number 1 hits
from Islamic musicians.

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Opportunities to be able to explore
the variety of instruments used from
different faiths to represent good and
evil.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Students to explore the lack of
representation of Islamic music
within the Classical period and why
during that period it would have been
more difficult to share music around
the world.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-homophobia

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
Students will study a variety of songs from
artists including those of the LGBTQ+
Community. There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
When looking at keyboard compositions,
students will be given a choice of music from
a musician that identifies within the LGBTQ+
community and be taught the prominent
influence they have within the industry and
why. There is also a display board dedicated
to LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Opportunities to explore the lack of
openly representable in the theatre
company.
There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
Opportunities to explore the
influential work musicians that have.
written a number 1 song in the
music industry and their activism for
the LGBTQ+ community.
There is also a display board

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
Students to listen to a variety of
composers and be made aware of
those that identify within the
LGBTQ+. Community.
There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
Students to explore the lack of.
representation of. LGBTQ+
musicians within the classical era.
There is also a display board



dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

Student’s Academic
Reading

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
1. https://docs.google.com/document/

d/17zTQ-8QQM1R_rSuAPtCK_UXA
3PUL_4rX-nrEj0W6nog/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1__IowWy56v9caifVRxRMrXMxy8
_e2AA1nhMEyDA05vg/edit

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
1. https://docs.google.com/document/

d/1DB3xXYA_HoVlsDX2-yB5GdrOO
TkiDiGB-SCfUTzYbXw/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1sCsHFGlLxi30FLKb6BCoWaeXS
cRzGDKjSpPQPsEftfU/edit

SPRING 1: Stomp!
1. https://docs.google.com/doc

ument/d/1aYcyVaf7K5GDL_
exGQdDYHk1U1fMkDPCH
sIxA__thT0/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/1l8xXZc8krZr3QxS
kh93yWv-1s3dnY0RKvo47
NJutUs4/edit

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?

1. https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/1dZuRFkOxvqDam
Mrn_VSMQA3xGI1QSevze
eBTZ-2IALY/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/17q--IlgHxtqKnBJK
XeDHa935EbkNTlJ4lT7kYd
ahdmo/edit

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17zTQ-8QQM1R_rSuAPtCK_UXA3PUL_4rX-nrEj0W6nog/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17zTQ-8QQM1R_rSuAPtCK_UXA3PUL_4rX-nrEj0W6nog/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17zTQ-8QQM1R_rSuAPtCK_UXA3PUL_4rX-nrEj0W6nog/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__IowWy56v9caifVRxRMrXMxy8_e2AA1nhMEyDA05vg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__IowWy56v9caifVRxRMrXMxy8_e2AA1nhMEyDA05vg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1__IowWy56v9caifVRxRMrXMxy8_e2AA1nhMEyDA05vg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DB3xXYA_HoVlsDX2-yB5GdrOOTkiDiGB-SCfUTzYbXw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DB3xXYA_HoVlsDX2-yB5GdrOOTkiDiGB-SCfUTzYbXw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DB3xXYA_HoVlsDX2-yB5GdrOOTkiDiGB-SCfUTzYbXw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sCsHFGlLxi30FLKb6BCoWaeXScRzGDKjSpPQPsEftfU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sCsHFGlLxi30FLKb6BCoWaeXScRzGDKjSpPQPsEftfU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sCsHFGlLxi30FLKb6BCoWaeXScRzGDKjSpPQPsEftfU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYcyVaf7K5GDL_exGQdDYHk1U1fMkDPCHsIxA__thT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYcyVaf7K5GDL_exGQdDYHk1U1fMkDPCHsIxA__thT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYcyVaf7K5GDL_exGQdDYHk1U1fMkDPCHsIxA__thT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYcyVaf7K5GDL_exGQdDYHk1U1fMkDPCHsIxA__thT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l8xXZc8krZr3QxSkh93yWv-1s3dnY0RKvo47NJutUs4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l8xXZc8krZr3QxSkh93yWv-1s3dnY0RKvo47NJutUs4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l8xXZc8krZr3QxSkh93yWv-1s3dnY0RKvo47NJutUs4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l8xXZc8krZr3QxSkh93yWv-1s3dnY0RKvo47NJutUs4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZuRFkOxvqDamMrn_VSMQA3xGI1QSevzeeBTZ-2IALY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZuRFkOxvqDamMrn_VSMQA3xGI1QSevzeeBTZ-2IALY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZuRFkOxvqDamMrn_VSMQA3xGI1QSevzeeBTZ-2IALY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZuRFkOxvqDamMrn_VSMQA3xGI1QSevzeeBTZ-2IALY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17q--IlgHxtqKnBJKXeDHa935EbkNTlJ4lT7kYdahdmo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17q--IlgHxtqKnBJKXeDHa935EbkNTlJ4lT7kYdahdmo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17q--IlgHxtqKnBJKXeDHa935EbkNTlJ4lT7kYdahdmo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17q--IlgHxtqKnBJKXeDHa935EbkNTlJ4lT7kYdahdmo/edit


Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
SMSC - performing skills developing
confidence; team-working skills

Drama - projection of voice and stage
presence.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
Maths - adding fractions and counting.

SMSC - performing skills developing
confidence; team-working skills

Drama - stage presence.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
Drama - stories/film and TV links,
theatre production.

Art - stimulus for composing music,
Pictures of a story line, drawing the
story in an NNJR to represent in
their rhythms.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
English - writing skills in lyrics,
poetry links, structuring of
sentences to fit a song. Writing to a
brief.

SMSC - Performance, knowing
their target audience for a song,
independent and teamwork skills.

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
English - links to stories, literature
e.g. ride of the valkyries. Reasoning
using the musical elements

Drama - stories/film/TV/plays

Careers -
composing/film/media/tv/theatre

Maths- Counting, addition and
subtraction

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
English - Writing to a brief.

Drama - stories/film/TV/plays

Careers -
composing/film/media/tv/theatre

Maths- Counting, addition and
subtraction

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

AUTUMN 1: Sing Up
To perform in a lesson to other students.

AUTUMN 2: Keyboards
To be able to perform a short melody with
chords using keyboard whilst reading from a
basic score.

SPRING 1: Stomp!
A composition and performance of
an original piece of music based
from Stomp and an explanatory
piece of writing.

SPRING 2: How Do You Write a
Number 1 Hit?
To confidently and fluently perform a
verse/chorus of an original Number
1 Hit. Students will be able to
accurately identify musical elements
in the song that make it a Number 1
Hit.

SUMMER 1: Descriptive Music -
Good vs. Evil
To confidently, fluently and
accurately perform their variation.
Students will have used a varied
number of musical elements to
change the original song.

SUMMER 2: Hall of the Mountain
King - Sequencing Project
To confidently and fluently input a
binary/ternary section of Hall of the
Mountain King with an original
variation. Students will be able to
accurately identify musical elements
in the song that have been changed



to make it a variation.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year -
20 students each day

Autumn
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument of their
choice. They will perform as part of an
ensemble.
Students will develop their understanding of
Music Technology, using Soundtrap to create
an advert jingle.

Spring
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create an advert
jingle.

Summer
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create an advert
jingle.

Year: 8 Autumn Spring Summer

Topic AUTUMN: African Music
Overview: African music is about community,
being an ensemble and enjoying making
music at any occasion. Learn the power of
community music making through an
exploration of West African drumming,
dancing and singing. Students will learn
authentically through an oral tradition of
listening and sharing.
Knowledge focus:
Master drummer, djembe, dunun, talking
drum, agogo bell, call and response,
polyrhythms, oral tradition, rote learning,
arrangement, in a round.
Skills focus:
Sing in tune, play in time, use contrasting
dynamics, compose an arrangement, lead an
African ensemble, perform in a round,
perform in an ensemble, perform a solo,
learn music by ear, accompany using
percussion

SPRING: Gospel
Overview: To explore the genre of
gospel and perform as well as
explore the background of the genre.
Knowledge focus:
Origins of slavery
Spirituals (songs of hope, coded
messages, religious songs), soloist
(ad libs across harmony lines), 3
harmony parts: sop, alto, tenor,
piano accompanist, acapella, chord
progressions, backing vocals,
harmony, modulation, imitation,
repetition, off beat, glissando,
blending
Skills focus:
Sing as a soloist, sing as part of a
choir, read basic choir notation,
blend voice, accompany, play
fluently and accurately, play with
expression

SUMMER: Jazz Band Work
Overview: In this unit, students will
learn how to perform as a group,
developing their knowledge in the
instruments and the genre of Jazz.
Knowledge focus:
African American, slavery, fusion,
speak easy, western, spirituals, rock
n roll, RnB, walking bass line, double
bass, swung rhythms, hi-hat,
seventh chords, improvisation, lead
melody
Skills focus:
Play part accurately and fluently,
play with ensemble awareness, read
and understand notation relevant to
Jazz, play with appropriate
expression

Students’ starting point AUTUMN 1: African Music
Student’s have basic rhythmic skills from

SPRING: Gospel
Students have experience identifying

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Students have basic background



Stomp and other units in Year 7, a knowledge
of notation and mathematical skills to be able
to create bars and have correct addition to be
able to fill each bar. Pupils are able to
evaluate/ describe the meaning and context
of music.

musical elements and have
knowledge from Sing Up in Year 7
and whole class ensembles.
Student’s will have prior knowledge
of emotions through music from
Descriptive music.

knowledge from Gospel music, have
a clear understanding of the musical
elements and how they can be used
successfully. Prior knowledge in
performance skills will be drawn on
to successfully complete the unit.

Big concepts to learn AUTUMN 1: African Music
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to perform African music
on a Djembe and singing

● To be able to learn through the oral
tradition of listening and sharing

Constructive (knowledge of how musical
components come together, both analytical
and in the creative process):

● To explore different rhythmic
processes used in African music -
cyclic rhythms, polyrhythms,
syncopation and call and response -
and apply these to own compositions
and performance activities

● To learn about different African
musical instruments and make
connections between these sounds
and timbres available within the
classroom

Expressive (quality, meaning and creativity):

● To have an understanding that
African Music is about community, being an
ensemble and the importance of music at
community occasions

SPRING 2: Gospel
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to perform a
gospel song

● To be able to harmonise in a
group.

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To be able to use voice,
sounds and instruments in
creative ways.

● To recognise changes in
tempo, texture and
dynamics, with effective use
of the correct terminology.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to communicate
with other players during a
performance, making
adjustments as needed.

● To be able to suggest, follow
and lead simple
performance directions.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to use play a
walking bass line

● To be able to perform a 7th
chord

● To be able to fluently and
accurately play in a small
Jazz group.

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To know the heritage of Jazz
music

● To know what musical
elements make it ‘sound’
like Jazz music.

● To know how to perform
successfully in a group.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to evaluate
others’ work in terms of
musical expression and
conventions used in Jazz.

● To be able to understand the
building blocks of Jazz.

●

Hierarchy and sequence of AUTUMN 1: African Music SPRING: Gospel SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work



constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and
when
inc opps for links)

L1 -
Know: Features and Instruments of African
music
Understand: how to play a Djembe
Be able to: perform a traditional African song
L2 -
Know:  Features of African Singing
Understand: what A Capella is
Be able to: perform an African song with an
A capella section
L3 -
Know: what call and response is
Understand: the two types of call and
response
Be able to: perform an African song using
call and response
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: various African Dance steps
Understand: the importance of African
Dance has
Be able to: perform an African song with
traditional Dance movements
L5 -
Understand: how to create an effective
performance
Be able to: create an effective performance
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

L1 -
Know: Features and History of
Gospel
Understand: Dynamics (Forte,
Piano, Mezzo Forte)
Be able to: learn Amazing Grace on
the chosen instrument
L2 -
Know: How to use dynamics in a
Gospel piece (Forte, Piano, Mezzo
Forte)
Be able to: perform Amazing Grace
with appropriate Dynamics
L3 -
Know: Articulation
Understand: what legato and
staccato is
Be able to: learn Oh Happy Days on
the chosen instrument
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: How to use articulation in a
gospel piece (legato, staccato)
Be able to: perform Oh Happy Days
with appropriate Articulation
L5 -
Know: Tempo
Know: what accelerando and
ritardando is
Be able to: learn Blinded By Your
Grace on the chosen instrument
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Know: How to use tempo in a
gospel piece (accelerando,
ritardando)
Be able to: perform Blinded By Your
Grace with appropriate Tempo
Progress Task (L6)

L1 -
Recall: the origins of Jazz
Identify: syncopation, walking bass
line, swung rhythms
Be able to: play your part in ‘Fly me
to the moon’
L2 -
State: what a head melody and
seventh chord is
Be able to: play your part in ‘Fly me
to the moon’ with your ensemble
L3 -
Identify: what improvisation &
Scatting are
Be able to: perform Fly me to the
moon as a class ensemble
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
State: what an arrangement is
Be able to: perform your part in
Orange Coloured Sky
L5 -
Know: what musical awareness is
Be able to: perform your part in
Orange Coloured Sky
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Be able to: perform Orange
Coloured Sky as a class ensemble
Progress Task (L6)



Adaptations for SEND 1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

Activities broken down into manageable
chunks for all students to access the lesson.

Writing and discussion frames to model
language use

Possibility to complete performance tasks at
break/lunch

Differentiation of tasks

Resources differentiated

Keyboards and objectives included
in the slides

Knowledge organiser and other
materials in Google Classroom to
aid pupil revision to move
information into the long term

Use a range of multi-sensory
approaches to support learning - e.g.
symbols and pictures

Visualiser to aid students at the start
of tasks and in booklets

Learning objectives on each slide

Differentiated tasks in each lesson,
scaffolding for each student’s ability.

1-1 modelling in the lessons
throughout all tasks

Clear instructions broken down into
small sections for students to be
successful at completing

Resources clearly printed for the
learners needs e.g. larger
print/background colour for student’s
needs.

Higher Prior Attaining
Students

AUTUMN 1: African Music
Leading groups, more challenging rhythms,
ability to extend tasks by personal
compositions

SPRING 2: Gospel
HPA’s performance leaders,
improvisation opportunities,
challenged with musical terminology
and implementing musical elements
to enhance performances.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

AUTUMN 1: African Music
Opportunity to address specifically where this
music comes from rather than homogenising
an entire continent. Discussing the
importance of music in West African culture
and its links to community. Exploring the ‘oral’
tradition of learning music which is different
from Western Music traditions.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Opportunity to use musical
examples written and/or inclusive of
BAME people and the background of
the genre from the BAME
community.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Opportunity to use musical
examples of songs written/produced
by black musicians and the heritage
of the genre.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

AUTUMN 1: African Music
Musical examples  produced by people of all
genders used in lessons.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Opportunity to use musical
examples of gospel songs
composed/produced/performed by
women.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Opportunity to use musical
examples of songs written/produced
by females.



Opportunities to embed
Anti-Islamophobia

AUTUMN 1: African Music
Musical examples from African culture that
follow the Islamic faith.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Opportunities to explore the variety
of music that represent different
cultures and faiths.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Opportunities to explore musical
elements that are seen in the Islamic
faith that overlap within Jazz music.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-homophobia

AUTUMN 1: African Music:
Opportunity to explore the lack of LGBTQ+.
representation seen within traditional African
music. There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Explore artists/composers that
identify as LGBTQ+ n the. Gospel
community and those that have
rebelled against the church.  There
is also a display board dedicated to
LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work

Students to explore musicians that
are influential within the Jazz
community and identify as LGBTQ+.
There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

Student’s Academic
Reading

AUTUMN 1: African Music
1. https://docs.google.com/document

/d/1sne3UYQaMcNc-6iAFj-kx6D46
VXnLdqa9gjOjFI_tjw/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/document
/d/1H2VH0xToQdqgz8BycijWIKEkl
4M1EXdh60knxjO4-Dw/edit

SPRING 2: Gospel
1. https://docs.google.com/d

ocument/d/1kjlUmyaU5Xy
JWHyD7mV-ZTHxPemJiY4
WXEmhV93XF1M/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/d
ocument/d/1-l0-cCHfZij7N
U1115Wp8idZB_7QIk2lqH2
aCFXEdFw/edit

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

AUTUMN 1: African Music
SMSC - confidence, team work, creative
skills

Dance/PE - coordination in movement and
motor skills

History/Politics - understanding where in
Africa this music comes from, acknowledging
traditions from other societies and discussing
anti-racist discourse.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Drama - links to performing/acting

English - lyrics, recitative

SMSC - confidence, team work,
creative skills

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
DRAMA - Performance of ideas,
confidence, projection and clarity on
ideas

SMSC - working with others, focus
and concentration, organisation

ENGLISH - documenting progress,
lyrics for a song, reading notation of
music.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sne3UYQaMcNc-6iAFj-kx6D46VXnLdqa9gjOjFI_tjw/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sne3UYQaMcNc-6iAFj-kx6D46VXnLdqa9gjOjFI_tjw/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sne3UYQaMcNc-6iAFj-kx6D46VXnLdqa9gjOjFI_tjw/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2VH0xToQdqgz8BycijWIKEkl4M1EXdh60knxjO4-Dw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2VH0xToQdqgz8BycijWIKEkl4M1EXdh60knxjO4-Dw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2VH0xToQdqgz8BycijWIKEkl4M1EXdh60knxjO4-Dw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjlUmyaU5XyJWHyD7mV-ZTHxPemJiY4WXEmhV93XF1M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjlUmyaU5XyJWHyD7mV-ZTHxPemJiY4WXEmhV93XF1M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjlUmyaU5XyJWHyD7mV-ZTHxPemJiY4WXEmhV93XF1M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kjlUmyaU5XyJWHyD7mV-ZTHxPemJiY4WXEmhV93XF1M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-l0-cCHfZij7NU1115Wp8idZB_7QIk2lqH2aCFXEdFw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-l0-cCHfZij7NU1115Wp8idZB_7QIk2lqH2aCFXEdFw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-l0-cCHfZij7NU1115Wp8idZB_7QIk2lqH2aCFXEdFw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-l0-cCHfZij7NU1115Wp8idZB_7QIk2lqH2aCFXEdFw/edit


Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut
2 & Sum 2)

AUTUMN 1: African Music
Students will know how to perform Djembe
techniques; they will know background
information of West African Drumming; they
will be able to describe the importance of
music to culture in West Africa; they will have
created their own composition in this style.

SPRING 2: Gospel
Students will be able to confidently
and fluently perform a variety of
gospel songs. They will understand
the heritage of the genre and clearly
know the musical elements that
make the song gospel sounding.

SUMMER 1: Jazz Band Work
Student’s will be able to perform
confidently and fluently a variety of
Jazz songs within a small group.
They should be able to perform with
key Jazz musical features in their
performance.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year -
20 students each day

Autumn
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument of their
choice. They will perform as part of an
ensemble.
Students will develop their understanding of
Music Technology, using Soundtrap to create
a beat for a Grime track.

Spring
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create a beat for
a Grime track.

Summer
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create a beat for
a Grime track.

Year: 9 Autumn Spring Summer

Topic Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Overview:
Students will perform confidently, fluently and
accurately in a trio, duo or quartet in a final
performance.
Knowledge focus:
Idiomatic, duet, trio, quartet, melisma, head
and chest voice, diaphragm, phrasing,
vibrato, articulation (legato, staccato), pedal,
treble and bass clef, stave, sustained notes,
cross stick, flam, paradiddle, rimshot
Skills focus:

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Overview: In this unit, students will
develop skills in notation reading,
oral skills and performance whilst
developing their knowledge of
composers such as Handel.
Knowledge focus:
Choir, orchestra, soloists, religious,
biblical stories, SATB, monophonic,
polyphonic, homophonic, unison,
harmony, melody and
accompaniment, cadences (perfect,
imperfect, plagal, interrupted)

My Music Festival:
Overview:
Students will plan a festival for the
Dance tracks and duets, trios &
quartet performances they have
created this year.
Knowledge focus:
Mission statement, festival site,
tickets, posters, advertisements,
income, outcome, profits, branding,
costings, customers, demographics.
Skills focus:
Problem solving, thinking skills,



Play part accurately and fluently, with
ensemble awareness, read and understand
relevant notation.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Overview: To explore the rhythmic and
traditional practices of Brazilian music.
Knowledge focus:
Originates from Brazil, call & response,
batucada bateria, son clave, polyphonic,
melody, shakers, surdo, caixa, tamborim,
agogo bell, repinique, clave, whistle leads,
brass stabs, breaks (vocal, instrument,
silent), rumble, augmentation, diminution,
triplets, melodic accompaniment, carnival
music, festival.
Skill focus:
Compose within a structure, compose riffs
and ostinati, compose melodies and rhythms,
compose with development, compose using a
contrast in texture,

Skills focus:
Play part accurately and fluently,
play with ensemble awareness, read
and understand relevant notation,
play with appropriate expression

Spring 2: Dance Project:
Sequences Skills:
Overview:
Students will recreate and develop a
Dance track from the Ibiza scene.
Knowledge focus:
Repetition, ostinatos, riffs, multi
tracking, drops, builds, diminution,
augmentation, drum machine,
synthesiser, layering, key, structure,
heterophony, development, Darude
-Finnish composer
Skills focus:
Compose within a defined structure,
compose within a key and time
signature, compose with interesting
development (rhythmically,
melodically and harmonically)

decisions and choices, working
collaboratively, mathematical and
literacy skills.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Overview: In this unit, students will
learn how a pop song developed
through time using key conventions
and music technology.
Knowledge focus:
Verse/chorus structure, melody and
accompaniment, bridge, ad libs,
melisma, syllabic, vibrato, bass line,
hooks, harmonies, modulation Skills
focus:

Play with expression, play a variety
of instruments, and read basic
notation.

Students’ starting point Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Students have prior experience in ensemble
performance and playing instruments. They
will build on knowledge to have deeper
understanding on their chosen instrument
and notation reading on scores. The focus of
this unit is to prepare students for their KS4
and build performance skills and a confidence
and enjoyment in music.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Students have previously looked at music
from Africa including African drumming. They
have an understanding of the elements of
music and are able to identify how they can

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Students have knowledge of working
in an ensemble. They have looked at
being able to stay in time as a large
group and complex rhythms. Use of
Soundtrap in Year 7 will give them
knowledge to be able to complete
the unit in recreating and reading
from a score.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Students have a prior knowledge on
basic skills on Soundtrap and
composition. They will input from a
score and compose their own Dance

My Music Festival:
Students have completed units on a
variety of genres and prior
knowledge of advances in
technology. This unit will focus on
the business side of the industry and
how they can perform these skills
live / make a career out of them
whether they are performing,
producing or composing. The focus
of this unit is to prepare students for
their KS4 and build knowledge in the
industry and a confidence and
enjoyment in the music industry.



be used in music. They have ensemble skills
and are able to follow a leader which is a
main skill in Samba.

track. The focus of this unit is to
prepare students for their KS4 and
build composition and Soundtrap
skills and a confidence and
enjoyment in music.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Students have learnt the key skills of
reading a score, playing musical
instruments and performance skills.
Prior knowledge from previous
schemes will enable students to
comprehend the journey of music
through time and how Pop music
developed.

Big concepts to learn Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Technical:

● To be able to perform basic skills on
one instruments e.g. play a 4/4 beat
on the drums

● To understand the terminology
associated with their instrument

Constructive:
● To be able to perform with others

and/or a backing track
Expressive:

● To be able to identify when a
performance is of a good standard
and describe how it might be
improved

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to perform Samba music
● To start to improvise creatively
● To be able to perform son clave

rhythms.
Constructive (knowledge of how musical
components come together, both analytical
and in the creative process):

● To be able to evaluate how musical
elements have been used in music

● To be able to recognise musical
elements through listening tasks.

Expressive (quality, meaning and creativity):

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to read notation
from a score

● To be able to input notation
accurately into Soundtrap

● To be able to read treble and
bass clef

● To be able to use Soundtrap
to recreate a piece of music

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To be able to understand
and differentiate from SATB.

● To be able to understand
and tell the difference
between polyphonic,
monophonic and
homophonic texture.

● To know what a cadence is
● To be able to distinguish

between a melody and
accompaniment.

●
Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to distinguish
between SATB

My Music Festival:
Technical:

● To be able to input basic
skills and musical elements
into their original
composition e.g. record in a
4/4 beat on the drums, write
lyrics for a composition,
create a short melodic
phrase.

● To understand the
terminology associated with
their composition.

Constructive:
● To be able to collaborate

with others in creating their
composition.

Expressive:
● To be able to identify when a

composition is of a good
standard and describe how it
might be improved

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Technical (instrumental
playing/singing/technology skills):

● To be able to fluently play on
their chosen instrument

● To be able to accurately play
on their chosen instrument



● To understand how Samba music is
used to celebrate and symbolise the
buoyant diversity of Brazil.

● To understand Samba is used to
express a national culture around the
world.

● To be able to creatively
extend the oratorio

● To be able to compose a B
section.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Technical:

● To be able to perform basic
skills on one instruments
e.g. play a 4/4 beat on the
drums

● To understand the
terminology associated with
their instrument

Constructive:
● To be able to perform with

others and/or a backing
track

Expressive:
● To be able to identify when a

performance is of a good
standard and describe how it
might be improved

●

● To be able to work in a small
group for ensemble
performance.

Constructive (knowledge of how
musical components come together,
both analytical and in the creative
process):

● To understand swung
rhythms

● To understand the musical
element changes from each
decade to create a new
genre.

Expressive (quality, meaning and
creativity):

● To be able to evaluate the
difference between the
decades

● To be able to describe the
changes using clear and
precise musical terminology.

● To understand the changes
in music due to technology
advances.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and
when
inc opps for links)

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
L1 -
Know: what a duet, trio and quartet are
Know: what a stave, treble clef and bass clef
are
Be able to: play your part in your duet
L2 -
Know: what ensemble awareness is
Be able to:  perform your part in your duet
with ensemble awareness
L3 -
Know: tone production is
Know: what vibrato and head and chest
voice is
Be able to: play your part in your trio or
quartet

SPRING 1: Oratorio
L1 -
Know: an oratorio
Know: a SATB (choir)
Be able to: input the first 4 bars of
soprano and alto of Handel’s
Hallelujah
L2 -
Know: what a piano roll is
Know: what harmony is
Be able to:  input the first 4 bars of
tenor and bass of Handel’s
Hallelujah
L3 -
Know: what texture is

My Music Festival:
L1 -
Know: what branding is
Identify: festivals that align with the
group ideas
Be able to: create a brand for the
festival (logo/posters/ticket design)
L2 -
Know: what Health and Safety is
and what a hazard is.
Identify: the different types of
hazards.
Be able to: Risk assess the festival
L3 -
Know: what income, outcome and
profit is



Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what articulation is
Know: legato, staccato, sforzando, accents
Be able to: perform your part in your trio or
quartet with articulation
L5 -
Know: what phrasing is
Be able to: play your part in your duet, trio, or
quartet with phrasing
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Be able to: perform your quartet with
appropriate tone production
Progress Task (L6)

AUTUMN 2: Samba
L1 -
Describe: samba’s origins
Identify: the instruments in samba
Know: The 2 types of call and response
Be able to: play my part with my group
L2 -
Know: the different types of breaks used in a
Samba performance
Understand: When to perform a solo
Be able to: Add breaks and solos to your
samba performance
L3 -
Know: two communication techniques used
in a samba band
Be able to: use communication techniques to
create an effective samba performance
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: How to create a new project on
Soundtrap.
Identify: samba instruments on a midi
keyboard

Know: what melody and
accompaniment is
Be able to:  input the bars 5 – 8 of
soprano and alto of Handel’s
Hallelujah
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: homophony, monophony,
polyphony texture
Be able to:  input the bars 5 – 8 of
tenor and bass of Handel’s
Hallelujah
L5 -
Know:  what unison is
Know: what a sequencer is
Be able to:  input the bars 9 – 13 of
soprano and alto of Handel’s
Hallelujah
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Be able to:  input the bars 9 – 13 of
tenor and bass of Handel’s
Hallelujah
Progress Task (L6)

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
L1 -
Know: what instruments are used in
dance music
Know: what role the instruments
have in dance music
Identify: the structure of a Dance
track.
L2 -
Know: what a time signature is
Identify: the correct time signatures
for a piece of music
Be able to: input chords into
Soundtrap
L3 -

Identify: budgets from festivals to
use in their festival
Be able to: forecast the finances for
the festival and the budget.
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: how to book an artist
Identify: the representatives for
artists they would like to book
Be able to: plan a schedule for
artists performing in their festival
L5 -
Know: how to layout a festival
Identify: what the consumer will be
needing in the festival as part of their
ticket
Be able to: design an appropriate
layout for their festival
L6 -
FINAL PRESENTATION
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
L1 -
Know: what is pop music
Understand: what a swung rhythm is
Be able to: Perform a swung song
L2 -
Identify: Features of Rock n Roll
Understand: The 12 bar blues
Be able to: Perform a Rock n Roll
Song
L3 -
Know: Features of 60s pop music
Understand: The Beatles impact on
pop music in the 60s
Be able to: Perform a 60’s Pop
Song



Be able to: lnput the intro and outro into my
samba project
L5 -
Understand: How to Quantize
Be able to: lnput main groove into my samba
project
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

State: what a key signature
Identify: What a riff is
Be able to: Compose a riff over the
intro chords
Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Identify: what a sequence is
Identify: What a key signature is
Be able to: compose a drum beat
into Soundtrap.
L5 -
Know: what development in music is
Identify: what a riff and repetition is
Be able to: compose a drum beat
into Soundtrap.
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

Progress Task (L3)
L4 -
Know: what syllabic, vibrato & a
hook is.
Understand: features of Dance and
Disco
Be able to: play their instrument /
part in time as a class/ small group
for ‘ I want you back’ Jackson 5
L5 -
Know: what an ad lib, a melisma &
modulation
Identify: features of teen pop (90s
bands)
Be able to: play their instrument /
part in time as a class / small group
for Everybody (Backstreet Boys) / 2
Become 1 (Spice Girls). Play with
expression, fluency and accuracy in
performance.
L6 -
Low Stakes assessment
Written / Listening / Practical
Progress Task (L6)

Adaptations for SEND 1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

Activities broken down into manageable
chunks for all students to access the lesson.

Writing and discussion frames to model
language use

Possibility to complete performance tasks at
break/lunch

Differentiation of tasks

Differentiation of tasks

Resources differentiated

Keyboards and objectives included
in the slides

Knowledge organiser and other
materials in Google Classroom to aid
pupil revision to move information
into the long term

Use a range of multi-sensory
approaches to support learning - e.g.
symbols and pictures

Visualiser to aid students at the start
of tasks and in booklets

Learning objectives on each slide

Differentiated tasks in each lesson,
scaffolding for each student’s ability.

1-1 modelling in the lessons
throughout all tasks

Clear instructions broken down into
small sections for students to be
successful at completing

Resources clearly printed for the
learners needs e.g. larger



print/background colour for student’s
needs.

Higher Prior Attaining
Students

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Performance leaders, improvisation
opportunities, challenged with notation and
implementing musical elements to enhance
performances.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Leading groups, compositional tasks,
extensions on Soundtrap, writing with correct
notation.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
HPA’s will lead production groups,
extend their Soundtrap pieces using
original compositional skills, reading
notation on both the treble and bass
clef.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Production leaders, compositional
skills once the main task is
completed as an extension, sight
reading for notation in the treble and
bass clef.

My Music Festival:

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Opportunities to use examples of BAME
artists in lessons and allow students to
self-select work in extension activities.
AUTUMN 2: Samba
Opportunity to expose students to cultures
they have not had the opportunity to learn.
This unit will link to the carnival scene and the
importance of the multicultural links between
genres of music of African and South
American music.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Opportunity to use examples of
oratorios written by black musicians.
Research for home learning for
deeper background knowledge.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Opportunities to use examples of
BAME artists in lessons and allow
students to self-select work in
extension activities.

My Music Festival:
Opportunities to use examples of
BAME
artists/composers/producers/industry
professionals in lessons and allow
students to self-select work in
extension activities.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Opportunity to explore a variety of
pop songs over the decades written
and performed by black musicians
and of other ethnicities.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Opportunities to use examples/music by
women composers and performers.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Opportunities to link female Samba
producers/leaders/performers and introduce
them to students.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Research project of female
composers during the era of
Oratorios.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Opportunities to use examples/music
by women composers.

My Music Festival:
Opportunities to use examples by
women in the music industry.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Opportunity to use musical examples
of songs written/produced/performed



by females.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Islamophobia

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
Opportunities to use practical example/music
from the Islamic faith.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Opportunities to explore musical elements
that are seen in the Islamic faith that overlap
within Samba music.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Opportunity to explore the Islamic
music that was composed during the
same time period.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Students will use previous
knowledge to build on compositional
skills to create a track using musical
features heard in the Islamic faith.
E..g.  rhythmic,  instruments etc.

My Music Festival:
Opportunities to use examples of
musicians/industry professionals that
follow the Islamic faith.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Explore the pop culture within the
Islamic faith and have musical
examples by. Musicians that follow
the Islamic faith.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Homophobia

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
All music available for students to
learn/perform within a duet, trio or quartet will
have representation from the
LGBTQ+community. There is also a display
board dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in the
music department.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Opportunity to explore musicians within the
Samba genre that support LGBTQ+ and
musicians within Samba that identify as
LGBTQ+. There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Opportunity to explore the lack of
representation within. The LGBTQ+.
Community. There is also a display
board dedicated to LGBTQ+
musicians in the music department.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Students to be shown artists that
identify within the LGBTQ+
community that were and are heavily
influential in the Dance genre. There
is also a display board dedicated to
LGBTQ+ musicians in the music
department.

My Music Festival:
Students to look at a variety of
festivals and how they market their
product towards their target
audience. Pride. and and other
LGBTQ+ festivals to be explored.
There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Opportunities to use musical
examples of songs
written/produced/performed by
musicians that represent LGBTQ+.
There is also a display board
dedicated to LGBTQ+ musicians in
the music department

Student’s Academic
Reading

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
1. https://docs.google.com/document/d/

1p70Xzy6qykwwEPwl7vpG08EqSGq
mpmTMy9AL6537OXQ/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/document/d/

SPRING 1: Oratorio
1. https://docs.google.com/doc

ument/d/1nmqiqcwqKnnUt9
dKh0qFJtTG7o3Ayyc3CrYY
g-qCAQs/edit

My Music Festival:

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p70Xzy6qykwwEPwl7vpG08EqSGqmpmTMy9AL6537OXQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p70Xzy6qykwwEPwl7vpG08EqSGqmpmTMy9AL6537OXQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p70Xzy6qykwwEPwl7vpG08EqSGqmpmTMy9AL6537OXQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jDvneqE9aURBl1LhAakoz_m3n0Mp9CivV_lrMPSqeb8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nmqiqcwqKnnUt9dKh0qFJtTG7o3Ayyc3CrYYg-qCAQs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nmqiqcwqKnnUt9dKh0qFJtTG7o3Ayyc3CrYYg-qCAQs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nmqiqcwqKnnUt9dKh0qFJtTG7o3Ayyc3CrYYg-qCAQs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nmqiqcwqKnnUt9dKh0qFJtTG7o3Ayyc3CrYYg-qCAQs/edit


1jDvneqE9aURBl1LhAakoz_m3n0Mp
9CivV_lrMPSqeb8/edit

AUTUMN 2: Samba
1. https://docs.google.com/document

/d/1xhfIcnWj9iDeg0pCUMmFR3QL
Vpqujm8bqqoV8Q9yOe4/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/document
/d/1MCIBVY1auMfzcx5srbfZAONX
m3HC8xckMujn-y-30kk/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/1lgwnWvST0isqT6L
B1lqctj8AMaMZ9mZllf9gEvN
cfCg/edit

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
1. https://docs.google.com/doc

ument/d/1IAYWT5m51EWa9
rI4QCsCxGzQ9jZ2AUTGUQ
XZptqVMeM/edit

2. https://docs.google.com/doc
ument/d/1I7UmFRnLGDtlR0
mv1ofYnNsC79ctIvla2ySOX
K_sNIM/edit

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
DRAMA - Performance, confidence,
projection

SMSC - rehearsings/working with others,
focus and concentration, organisation

ENGLISH - writing diary entries and
documenting progress

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Maths - patterns, counting, addition

History - Brazilian culture / history of how the
the genre started

SMSC - confidence, team work, creative

skills

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Maths - repeated patterns,
identifying patterns in music.

Computing - sountrap, computer
skills for music technology

SMSC - confidence, team work,
creative skills

Drama - singing, acting, set design,
costumes

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
Computing: soundtrap skills,
computing fluency

DRAMA - Performance, confidence,
projection

SMSC - rehearsings/working with
others, focus and concentration,
organisation

My Music Festival:
Business: finance, business plans,
branding

DRAMA - Performance of ideas,
confidence, projection and clarity on
ideas

SMSC - working with others, focus
and concentration, organisation

ENGLISH - writing diary entries and
documenting progress, writing lyrics
for a song. Advertising.

Art - designing of logos, posters,
brand

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time

SMSC - confidence, team work,
creative skills

English - lyrics, recitative, reading
notation

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jDvneqE9aURBl1LhAakoz_m3n0Mp9CivV_lrMPSqeb8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jDvneqE9aURBl1LhAakoz_m3n0Mp9CivV_lrMPSqeb8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xhfIcnWj9iDeg0pCUMmFR3QLVpqujm8bqqoV8Q9yOe4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xhfIcnWj9iDeg0pCUMmFR3QLVpqujm8bqqoV8Q9yOe4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xhfIcnWj9iDeg0pCUMmFR3QLVpqujm8bqqoV8Q9yOe4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MCIBVY1auMfzcx5srbfZAONXm3HC8xckMujn-y-30kk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MCIBVY1auMfzcx5srbfZAONXm3HC8xckMujn-y-30kk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MCIBVY1auMfzcx5srbfZAONXm3HC8xckMujn-y-30kk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgwnWvST0isqT6LB1lqctj8AMaMZ9mZllf9gEvNcfCg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgwnWvST0isqT6LB1lqctj8AMaMZ9mZllf9gEvNcfCg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgwnWvST0isqT6LB1lqctj8AMaMZ9mZllf9gEvNcfCg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgwnWvST0isqT6LB1lqctj8AMaMZ9mZllf9gEvNcfCg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IAYWT5m51EWa9rI4QCsCxGzQ9jZ2AUTGUQXZptqVMeM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IAYWT5m51EWa9rI4QCsCxGzQ9jZ2AUTGUQXZptqVMeM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IAYWT5m51EWa9rI4QCsCxGzQ9jZ2AUTGUQXZptqVMeM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IAYWT5m51EWa9rI4QCsCxGzQ9jZ2AUTGUQXZptqVMeM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I7UmFRnLGDtlR0mv1ofYnNsC79ctIvla2ySOXK_sNIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I7UmFRnLGDtlR0mv1ofYnNsC79ctIvla2ySOXK_sNIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I7UmFRnLGDtlR0mv1ofYnNsC79ctIvla2ySOXK_sNIM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I7UmFRnLGDtlR0mv1ofYnNsC79ctIvla2ySOXK_sNIM/edit


Maths - patterns, counting, addition

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut
2 & Sum 2)

Duets, Trios & Quartets:
A performance on one instrument and an
accompanying practice diary documenting
their progress.

AUTUMN 2: Samba
Students will be able to create performances
that celebrate and symbolise the buoyant
diversity of Brazil. They will be able to explain
how the elements of music are used in
Samba music.

SPRING 1: Oratorio
Students will know what an oratorio
is. They will demonstrate their
understanding by inputting Handel's
messiah and composing a second
section using the correct musical
elements for the style.

Dance Project: Sequences Skills:
A Dance track composition using the
correct structure, instruments and
relevant musical elements.

My Music Festival:
A full business plan with branding,
health and safety, finances, artist
bookings, festival locations and
layout and a final presentation.

SUMMER 2: Pop Song
Conventions Through Time
Students will know how to use the
musical elements developed over
time with technological advances to
create new genres and be able to
play a variety of songs confidently,
accurately and fluently from each
decade.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year -
20 students each day

Autumn
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument of their
choice. They will perform as part of an
ensemble.
Students will develop their understanding of
Music Technology, using Soundtrap to create
an intro and chorus of a pop song.

Spring
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create an intro
and chorus of a pop song.

Summer
Students will learn to develop their
performance skills on an instrument
of their choice. They will perform as
part of an ensemble.
Students will develop their
understanding of Music Technology,
using Soundtrap to create an intro
and chorus of a pop song.



Year: 10
Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point KS3 music - a range of performance skills;
knowledge of compositional techniques;
listening skills and a knowledge of the
elements.

Students have a knowledge of many
genres of music and have the
analytical tools to look at new
products and styles. Their
performance and rehearsal skills
have been refined to ensure lesson
content can be covered efficiently.

Students have a knowledge of many
genres of music and are
knowledgeable of how to
compose/create music in a number
of mediums. Their performance and
rehearsal skills have been
developed to ensure lesson content
can be covered efficiently.



Big concepts to learn Autumn:
Students explore different musical features,
musical elements and key knowledge of a
range of Rhythms of the World set by the
exam board. They are tasked with listening,
written and performing tasks during the term.

Knowledge: Rhythms of the World
- African Drumming
- Samba
- Calypso
- Bhangra
- Indian Classical
- Greek Folk
- Israeli/Palestinian Folk

Performance:
Solo instruments, graded pieces.
Perform accurately, fluently and expressively.
Evaluate performances.
Develop confidence.
Identify strengths and weaknesses

Instrumental techniques, solo performance
notation and expression, success criteria.

Keywords:
Call and response, polyrhythms, syncopation,
leader, djembe, Dundun, cross rhythms,
Caxia, surdo, repinique, whistle, rocar, call &
response, son clave, polyphonic, melody,
shakers, tambourin, agogo bell, clave, whistle
leads, brass stabs, breaks (vocal, instrument,
silent), rumble, augmentation, diminution,
triplets, master drummer, talking drum, oral
tradition, rote learning, arrangement, in a
round, raga, drone, tala, sitar, table, tanpura,
asap, gat, jhala, Malkit Singh, fusion, Western,
Indian classical, samples, loops, sequences,
multi-track, computers, chaal rhythm, 4/4, fast
tempo, dhol, tumbi, drum machine,

Spring:
Identify musical features, understand
cultural context, perform in groups,
analyse listening examples,
compose songs in the genres: 1950s
rock and roll, 1970s rock anthems,
1990s pop ballads, Pop artists of the
modern day. (A0S5)

Knowledge: Pop Conventions
Through Time

- 1950s/60s Rock ‘n’ Roll
- 1970s/80s Rock Anthems
- Pop Ballads
- 1990s - present time solo

artists

Performance:
Solo instruments, graded pieces.
Perform accurately, fluently and
expressively.
Evaluate performances.
Develop confidence.
Identify strengths and weaknesses

Instrumental techniques, solo
performance notation and
expression, success criteria.

Composition:
Free compositions - writing a style of
their chosen instrument

Keywords:
Primary chords, 12 bar blues,
walking bass line, swung rhythms,
small range of notes, verse/chorus
structure.
Guitar solos, anthems, 4 to the floor,
modulation, electric instruments,
distortion, reverb, talk box, delay.

SUMMER:
Understand the context of, analyse
the musical elements in, perform
and compose the following: Rhythm
of the World (AOS2)

Knowledge: Rhythms of the World
- African Drumming
- Samba
- Calypso
- Bhangra
- Indian Classical
- Greek Folk
- Israeli/Palestinian Folk

Performance:
Solo instruments, graded pieces.
Perform accurately, fluently and
expressively.
Evaluate performances.
Develop confidence.
Identify strengths and weaknesses
Instrumental techniques, solo
performance notation and
expression, success criteria.

Composition:
Finding instruments through family
groups, playing in time to the click,
edit using piano roll, record into logic
using microphones, instruments and
MIDI, define structure using
markers, instrumental techniques,
composition structure,
developmental ideas, composition
success criteria.

Compose for own instrument within
a defined structure and use of
development.



synthesisers, guitars. Irregular rhythm, 5/8, 78,
accented beats, short repeating sections,
melody and accompaniment, offbeat chords,
major, minor, stringed, bowed, plucked,
tremolo, slides, bouzouki, defi, doumbek.
Melody and accompaniment, oud, maqam,
doumbek, wazn. 2 or 4 beats, offbeat chords,
accelerando, clarinet, violin, accordion, grace
notes, pitch bends, tonic dominant bassline.
Syncopated, improvised, simple harmony,
major, witty and satirical lyrics, steel pans,
shakers.

4/4, slow tempo, rubato,
ornamentation, melismas, chord
inversions, sentimental lyrics,
reverb.
Sampling, drum loops, echo,
over-dubbing, filters, autotuned.

Keywords:
Call and response, polyrhythms,
syncopation, leader, djembe,
Dundun, cross rhythms, Caxia,
surdo, repinique, whistle, rocar, call
& response, son clave, polyphonic,
melody, shakers, tambourin, agogo
bell, clave, whistle leads, brass
stabs, breaks (vocal, instrument,
silent), rumble, augmentation,
diminution, triplets, master drummer,
talking drum, oral tradition, rote
learning, arrangement, in a round,
raga, drone, tala, sitar, table,
tanpura, asap, gat, jhala, Malkit
Singh, fusion, Western, Indian
classical, samples, loops,
sequences, multi-track, computers,
chaal rhythm, 4/4, fast tempo, dhol,
tumbi, drum machine, synthesisers,
guitars. Irregular rhythm, 5/8, 78,
accented beats, short repeating
sections, melody and
accompaniment, offbeat chords,
major, minor, stringed, bowed,
plucked, tremolo, slides, bouzouki,
defi, doumbek.
Melody and accompaniment, oud,
maqam, doumbek, wazn. 2 or 4
beats, offbeat chords, accelerando,
clarinet, violin, accordion, grace
notes, pitch bends, tonic dominant
bassline.
Syncopated, improvised, simple
harmony, major, witty and satirical
lyrics, steel pans, shakers.



Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and
when
inc opps for links)

Autumn
1. African drumming
2. Samba
3. Bhangra
4. Indian Classical
5. Israeli and Palestinian
6. Greek Folk
7. Calypso

Each topic will be integrated with performance
lessons for their solo performances and in line
with the peripatetic staff in student’s individual
1-2-1 lessons each week.

Spring 1
1. 1950s Rock ‘n’ Roll
2. 1970s Rock Anthems
3. 1990s Pop Ballads
4. Pop artists of modern times
5. Solo Performances (12

lessons)
6. Composing a Pop Song (8

lessons)
7. Recording a Pop Song (4

lessons)

Summer 1
1. African drumming
2. Samba
3. Bhangra
4. Indian Classical
5. Israeli and Palestinian
6. Greek Folk
7. Calypso

Each topic will be integrated with
performance lessons for their solo
performances and in line with the
peripatetic staff in student’s
individual 1-2-1 lessons each week.

1. Solo Performances (12
lessons)

2. Composing a Pop Song (8
lessons)

3. Recording a Pop Song (4
lessons)

Adaptations for SEND Model work and analysis uploaded to Google
Classroom

1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

All information in class available for students
on Google Classroom

Opportunity to complete work at break/lunch
or after school

Sentence starters for answers

Keywords displayed on the presentation/board
during the lesson

Reference to the emotion/colour zones for
students familiar with using it

Clear and suitable challenges for
students

Keywords displayed on the
presentation

Explicit modelling of activities

Activities broken down into
manageable chunks

Sentences starters for websites

Differentiation in tasks, especially
performance activities

Modelling of performance tasks, 1-1
modelling

Model work and analysis uploaded
to Google Classroom

1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

All information in class available for
students on Google Classroom

Opportunity to complete work at
break/lunch or after school

Sentence starters for website/blog

Keywords displayed on the
presentation/board during the lesson

Reference to the emotion/colour
zones for students familiar with
using it



Clarity of instruction, clear routines in lessons

Pre printed tables for DRIPSTATT listening
tasks.

1-2-1 explanations

Revision packs given including exam
techniques

Revision packs given including exam
techniques Clarity of instruction, clear routines

in lessons

Revision packs given including exam
techniques

Higher Prior Attaining
Students

Students will be challenged within their
performance lesson by developing their
practical skills in the peripatetic lessons each
student will receive if taking the GCSE.

Student’s will be challenged within their
answers making sure that they are stretched
by using the correct musical terminology and
answering all questions in the exam format
given to them.

Students will be challenged within
their performance lesson by
developing their practical skills in the
peripatetic lessons each student will
receive if taking the GCSE.

Student’s will be challenged within
their answers making sure that they
are stretched by using the correct
musical terminology and answering
all questions in the exam format
given to them.

Students will be challenged within
their performance lesson by
developing their practical skills in the
peripatetic lessons each student will
receive if taking the GCSE.

Student’s will be challenged within
their answers making sure that they
are stretched by using the correct
musical terminology and answering
all questions in the exam format
given to them.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Many of the genres/styles of music the
students are learning about lend themselves
to discussions of where music originated from
and how often in the music industry ideas are
taken from the black community and marketed
for white audiences. There are opportunities to
celebrate black musicianship from all around
the world and throughout time.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about lend
themselves to discussions of where
music originated from and how often
in the music industry ideas are taken
from the black community and
marketed for white audiences. There
are opportunities to celebrate black
musicianship from all around the
world and throughout time.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about lend
themselves to discussions of where
music originated from and how often
in the music industry ideas are taken
from the black community and
marketed for white audiences. There
are opportunities to celebrate black
musicianship from all around the
world and throughout time.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Drawing attention to female composers and
performers where possible and addressing the
lack of representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Drawing attention to female
composers and performers where
possible and addressing the lack of
representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Drawing attention to female
composers and performers where
possible and addressing the lack of
representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Opportunities to embed Most genres studied have the opportunity to Most genres studied have the Most genres studied have the



anti-homophobia have student’s listen to music within the topic
written/performed/produced by artists that
identify within the LGBTQ+ community.

opportunity to have student’s listen
to music within the topic
written/performed/produced by
artists that identify within the
LGBTQ+ community.

opportunity to have student’s listen
to music within the topic
written/performed/produced by
artists that identify within the
LGBTQ+ community.

Opportunities to embed
anti-islamiphobia

Student’s have the opportunity within the
African drumming and Israeli/Palestinian
genres to look at artists that follow the Islamic
faith.

Student’s have the opportunity to
follow artists within the Popular
music genre that follow the Islamic
faith e.g. Cat Stevens.

Student’s have the opportunity within
the African drumming, Popular
Music and Israeli/Palestinian genres
to look at artists that follow the
Islamic faith.

Student’s Academic
Reading

Students are given the opportunity to explore
the links between music and culture. They will
have short academic reading given to them via
Google Classroom on the topics studied in the
GCSE Course.

Students are given the opportunity to
explore the links between music and
culture. They will have short
academic reading given to them via
Google Classroom on the topics
studied in the GCSE Course.

Students are given the opportunity to
explore the links between music and
culture. They will have short
academic reading given to them via
Google Classroom on the topics
studied in the GCSE Course.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills when creating
a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing blog

History of music and cultural links

Music technology - Soundtrap skills and
composition using MIDI keyboards and writing
on a DAW.

Music - London Philharmonic Orchestra trip
for GCSE pieces

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills
when creating a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing
blog

History of music and cultural links

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills
when creating a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing
blog

History of music and cultural links

Drama performance skills.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut
2 & Sum 2)

To have created a confident knowledge of the
different Rhythms of the World and seen
through an end of topic assessment and exam
style questions.

To have a clear understanding of the
performance needed for the coursework.

To have created a confident
knowledge of the various Pop
genres and seen through an end of
topic assessment and exam style
questions.

To have a clear understanding of the

To have created a confident
knowledge of the different Rhythms
of the World / Pop Conventions
Through Time and seen through an
end of topic assessment.

To have a basic structure, melody



Working on DRIPSTATT musical elements and
working to exam criteria.

performance needed for the
coursework. Working on
DRIPSTATT musical elements and
working to exam criteria.

To have a clear understanding of
what is needed within their free
composition for the exam
coursework. Students will have
chosen their instrument and have a
basic structure for their composition.

and harmony for their free
compositions.

To have an accurate and fluent solo
performance recorded ready for
submission for coursework.

Year: 11 Autumn Spring Summer

Topic Component 3: Responding to a Music Brief Component 3: Responding to a
Music Brief

Component 3: Responding to a
Music Brief

Students’ starting point Last year, students started this component in
Summer. This will be continued and finished
by the end of the half term.

Students will have completed
Component 1 and 2 by this point and
will be focusing on their final
component.

Students will have completed
Component 1 and 2 by this point and
will be focusing on their final
component.

Big concepts to learn Autumn 1: Component 2: Music Skills
Development
Students will have the opportunity to develop
two musical disciplines through engagement in
practical tasks, while documenting their
progress and planning for further
improvement.

Learning Aim A:
● Explore personal and professional

skills for the music industry
● Communicating music skills

development
● To create a portfolio of evidence with

video, written and audio examples.
Learning Aim B:

● Apply and develop individual musical

Spring: Component 3:
Responding to a Music Brief
Learners will be given the
opportunity to develop and present
music in response to a given music
brief.
Understand how to respond to a
music brief:

- Features of a music brief
- Planning to meet the

demands of the music brief
- Considering constraints and

intentions
Select and apply musical skills in
response to a music brief:

- Develop and produce a
response to a brief

Summer: Component 2: Music
Skills Development
Students will have the opportunity to
develop two musical disciplines
through engagement in practical
tasks, while documenting their
progress and planning for further
improvement.

Learning Aim A:
● Explore personal and

professional skills for the
music industry

● Communicating music skills
development

● To create a portfolio of
evidence with video, written



skills and techniques
● Develop skills and techniques through

the rehearsal, creation or production
process.

AUTUMN 2: Component 1: Exploring Music
Products and Styles (Learning Aim A)
Students explore different music products and
styles from a range of different time periods.
They are tasked with creating an online blog of
at least eight short examples of genre-defining
music products from performance,
composition, and production, including written
audio or video annotations.
Learning Aim A:

● Explore various pieces of music and
explain how musical elements are
used

● To create music, focusing on different
styles and genres

● To create short musical responses to
genres in composition and performance

- Refining musical skills for a
musical product

- Refining musical material
- Personal management

Present a final musical product in
response to a music brief:

- Reviewing work based on
client needs

- Quality of outcome
- Presenting own work to a

client
- Relation of final product to

the brief
Comment on the creative process
and outcome in response to a
music brief:

- Commentary on the creative
process

- Reflect on the outcome of
the musical product

and audio examples.
Learning Aim B:

● Apply and develop individual
musical skills and
techniques

● Develop skills and
techniques through the
rehearsal, creation or
production process.

Component 1: Exploring Music
Products and Styles (Learning
Aim A)
Students explore different music
products and styles from a range of
different time periods. They are
tasked with creating an online blog
of at least eight short examples of
genre-defining music products from
performance, composition, and
production, including written audio or
video annotations.
Learning Aim A:

● Explore various pieces of
music and explain how
musical elements are used

● To create music, focusing on
different styles and genres

● To create short musical
responses to genres in composition
and performance

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and
when
inc opps for links)

Component 2
1 Ongoing Process Log - recording skills
(video/audio) and screenshots of work for
diary entries.
2 Final videos of performances

Component 1
Blues
Minimalism
Music for Film/TV

Component 3 (12 weeks for brief)
1 Introduction to the brief and what
students will need to complete
2 Features of a music brief
3 Planning to meet the demands of
the music brief
4 Considering constraints and
intentions
5 Develop and produce a response
to a brief

Component 2
1 Ongoing Process Log - recording
skills (video/audio) and screenshots
of work for diary entries.
2 Final videos of performances

Component 1
Blues
Minimalism
Music for Film/TV



Baroque
Classical
Romantic
Development of Technology
Ensemble Performance (2 lessons)

Composing a Pop Song (4 lessons)
Recording a Pop Song (4 lessons)

6 Refining musical skills for a
musical product
7 Refining musical material
8 Personal management

4 hours of informal supervision
Activity 1
2 hours formal supervision for
Activity 1 response
16 hours of informal supervision for
preparation Activity 2
1 hour formal supervision for Activity
3 write up

Baroque
Classical
Romantic
Development of Technology
Ensemble Performance (2 lessons)
Spring 2
Composing a Pop Song (4 lessons)
Recording a Pop Song (4 lessons)

Adaptations for SEND Model work and analysis uploaded to Google
Classroom

1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

Sentence starters for written activities

Writing frames for examination questions

Modelling of how to write/expectations and
amount of writing

Explicit modelling of memory and revision
techniques

Checklist of activities/unit for
students to keep track of work

Checklists of tasks to be completed
in lesson

Links to prior learning/knowledge
explicitly made

Writing frames for diary entries into
blog

Clarity of instruction

Multi sensory aids - visual aids

Model work and analysis uploaded
to Google Classroom

1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson

Sentence starters for written
activities

Writing frames for examination
questions

Modelling of how to
write/expectations and amount of
writing

Explicit modelling of memory and
revision techniques

Higher Prior Attaining
Students

HPA’s following the criteria for the Distinction
level of the course; using correct musical
terminology, advanced techniques in
performance and production. HPA’s will be
stretched and challenged in their feedback on
their own written work and
performances/productions.

HPA’s following the criteria for the
Distinction level of the course; using
correct musical terminology,
advanced techniques in performance
and production. HPA’s will be
stretched and challenged in their
feedback on their own written work
and performances/productions.

HPA’s following the criteria for the
Distinction level of the course; using
correct musical terminology,
advanced techniques in performance
and production. HPA’s will be
stretched and challenged in their
feedback on their own written work
and performances/productions.



Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Many of the genres/styles of music the
students are learning about lend themselves
to discussions of where music originated from
and how often in the music industry ideas are
taken from the black community and marketed
for white audiences. There are opportunities to
celebrate black musicianship from all around
the world and throughout time.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about lend
themselves to discussions of where
music originated from and how often
in the music industry ideas are taken
from the black community and
marketed for white audiences. There
are opportunities to celebrate black
musicianship from all around the
world and throughout time.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about lend
themselves to discussions of where
music originated from and how often
in the music industry ideas are taken
from the black community and
marketed for white audiences. There
are opportunities to celebrate black
musicianship from all around the
world and throughout time.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Drawing attention to female composers and
performers where possible and addressing the
lack of representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Drawing attention to female
composers and performers where
possible and addressing the lack of
representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Drawing attention to female
composers and performers where
possible and addressing the lack of
representation of female composers
and some instrumentalists,

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Islamophobia

Many of the genres/styles of music the
students are learning about have
musicians/artists/producers/composers that
follow the Islamic faith. These are
opportunities to celebrate those that do in all
genres of music that are studied.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about have
musicians/artists/producers/compose
rs that follow the Islamic faith. These
are opportunities to celebrate those
that do in all genres of music that are
studied.

Many of the genres/styles of music
the students are learning about have
musicians/artists/producers/compos
ers that follow the Islamic faith.
These are opportunities to celebrate
those that do in all genres of music
that are studied.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-homophobia

Many of the genres of music studied give
students the opportunity to explore musicians
that identify  as LGBTQ+. Students will be
given the opportunity to explore the evolution
of the music industry representing the
LGBTQ+. community and the lack of
representation during the early periods of
music. Display board in the music department
dedicated to. LGBTQ+ members of the music
industry.

Many of the genres of music studied
give students the opportunity to
explore musicians that identify  as
LGBTQ+. Students will be given the
opportunity to explore the evolution
of the music industry representing
the LGBTQ+. community and the
lack of representation during the
early periods of music. Display board
in the music department dedicated
to. LGBTQ+ members of the music
industry.

Many of the genres of music studied
give students the opportunity to
explore musicians that identify  as
LGBTQ+. Students will be given the
opportunity to explore the evolution
of the music industry representing
the LGBTQ+. community and the
lack of representation during the
early periods of music. Display board
in the music department dedicated
to. LGBTQ+ members of the music
industry.

Student’s Academic Student’s are to be given academic reading
linking to the needs of the music industry as

Student’s are to be given academic
reading linking to the needs of the

Student’s are to be given academic
reading linking to the needs of the



Reading well as careers within the industry. music industry as well as careers
within the industry.

music industry as well as careers
within the industry.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills when creating
a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing blog

History of music and cultural links

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills when
creating a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing
blog

History of music and cultural links

Links to IT/Computer Sci skills
when creating a website/blog

Media - music for film/tv

English language skills - writing
blog

History of music and cultural links

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

A skills based portfolio of techniques and skills
explored in lessons, videos of workshops,
teacher observation sheets.

To have created a blog exploring different
music products and styles with some
short-task musical examples.

Three music products:
1. Performed as part of an ensemble
2. Composed a pop song
3. Recorded and produced a pop song

With accompanying commentary.

Students will have completed their
exam in Component 3.

A skills based portfolio of techniques
and skills explored in lessons, videos
of workshops, teacher observation
sheets.

To have created a blog exploring
different music products and styles
with some short-task musical
examples.

Three music products:
4. Performed as part of an

ensemble
5. Composed a pop song
6. Recorded and produced a

pop song
With accompanying commentary.


